
Fowl Play Tasks

General Graphics
- Mark each card belongs to which player

General items:
- Screen items based on screen size for game screen
- Screen items based on screen size for setup screen
- Cache screen items for faster drawing

- Create rules

- Animation
    - Multiple Action animation
    - Animation to all stages
        - Place Fox
        - Move Fowls
        - Move Fox

BUGS
----------------------
- Restore game to human turn does not restore legal moves (move fowl and probably move fox)
- Fowl values is not calculated correctly
- Start of new game after game ended does not allow to select target card
- Distance map is not calculated correctly in some cases for foxes (low priority, very hard to 
reproduce)

Done
General Graphics
+ Add instruction for the user what to do at specific phase
+ Change instruction to graphics
+ Create instruction graphics
+ remove the "more games button"
+ always show target card
+ icons
+ New buttons

General items:
+ save game
+ Enter player name in the setting page (need to see where in the page)
+ launch screen
+ AI player does not move fox
    + Execute create actions
    + generate the FPActions from the best action
+ check end of game condition (8 fowls or less, no fowl caprtured card)

BUGS
----------------------
+ place all fowl types in groups (all 9 is the same area)
+ while placing fox do not allow selecting card
+ problem placing foxes in initial fox placement by AI



    + computer places sometimes the same fox twice (as extra or instead of the other foxes)
    + does not move to next stage after placing foxes (usually if computer placed one fox before 
human player)
    + The problem was wrong number of players count if there were less then 4 players
+ calculate total points for player
+ Calculate correct fowl distance map stage 1.
    + Need to check if checks distance to fox are taken correctly into account
+ allow human player to move fowls a total of 3 spaces
+ move fowls by AI does not find legal moves
+ After fowl movement the allowed fowls are still marked
+ After Fox movement the X for the fox movement is still marked
+ Does not move the fox to the selected position
+ do not allow to select the position of the current fox for ox movement
+ when moving fowl away from a fox do not allow to move closer to a fox
+ Pressing a card in "select fox" shows shadow button or when pressing an area when selecting a 
card
+ All foxes have the same distance in AI distance map


